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play in Macbeth?' and find homework help for other Macbeth questions at eNotes. Macbeth by William Shakespeare.
Macbeth book The witches, or " weird sisters," as they are often called, play a pivotal role in Macbeth. Macbeth himself.

Lady Macbeth feels ashamed of what she and Macbeth have done. The Tragedy of Macbeth displays Macbeth,
a zealous thane, and his successful homicide which results in his succession of the throne and his downfall. It
also anticipates the blurring of good and evil; fair is the opposite of foul but he sees the day as being both.
This is a lot of connection between the witches and Macbeth. The killing of Duncan starts an unstoppable
chain of events in the play that ends with the murder of Macbeth and the suicide of Lady Macbeth. Are they
supernatural beings â€” part of pagan superstition or just visions, in other words part of an overheated
imagination? Children believe that witches fly around on brooms casting spells with their wands. Witchcraft
and the supernatural fascinates us today although we may not believe in it. Hail to thee, thane of Cawdor! As
he is already Thane of Glamis, he can only but wonder about the last two titles. Shakespeare's audience would
immediately have seen the witches as a real and terrible source of possession. Lady Macbeth is also changed
by the witches first, into a ruthless and ambitious woman and then into a suicidal woman. In this essay I plan
to explore each and everyway this can be deduced. Get Essay The witches have an important role in the
storyline or plot of the play. The moral is that one should not trust witches or work with them otherwise a
curse shall come upon him; one should put all his trust, faith into God to live a happy life away from
mischance and to go to Heaven. Shakespeare has included the witches in the play for several reasons. There's a
lot of blood and gore especially after Duncan's murder. It seems as if the Sisters bewitched Macbeth. So, even
after a warning of Banquo Macbeth commits the crime. First, I want to examinate the play under the point of
view that Macbeth was under supernatural power, in other words that the witches took over his actions.


